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HOW TO STARTHOW TO START
CAT-EXPLORINGCAT-EXPLORING  


1.   LET’S VISIT THE VET   


First thing first, if you want to take your Kitty outside
you’ll want to ensure your Cat’s well-being outdoors. 


We recommend annual check‑ups, as well as current
vaccines (for which is best to consult with a Veterinarian). 
Keep in mind that the vaccine requirements will change
depending on where you live. While required vaccines
will vary based on your location and the kind of exploring
you will be doing, a little preventive care can go a long
way toward keeping your cat safe when you go exploring.
 
We also recommend making sure your Cat’s
microchipped is unto date in case of an unfortunate
incident. Don’t forget to check with your vet about the
best way to prevent fleas, ticks & heartworms when
you’re exploring the wilderness.


2 .   S T A R T  A L L  P R E ‑R E Q U I S I T E  T R A I N I N G  
&  G E T  Y O U R  G E A R  S O R T E D  


You will need some new gear such as a harness, leash,
breakaway collar, ID tag, backpack, first aid kit for pets,
water bottle, treats, and possibly some poo bag (even if
cats do cover theirs we believe it is the right thing to do
for other’s enjoyment of the outdoors) & possibly a
tracker. 


Then, we recommend having done all 3 basic training
before getting further than the front door: 


1. Teach your Cat to Love their 
2. Harness train your Cat 
3. Train your Cat to travel by car 


Hello, my cool Cats,


We are Julie, Daniel & Nala from
@Somewhat.Gypsea


We have just completed our Lap of
Australia  & are currently in Europe
undertaking a Vanbuild ourselves
with the help of our little assistant
Nala (our rescued cat).


As you imagine road-tripping
Australia for two years with Nala we
have learned valuable tips & gain
priceless first-hand experience on
how to Travel with a cat.


Too valuable to keep for ourselves, 
So if you are looking for some hot tips 
on how to join the Adventure Cat
Movement these free guides are for
you!


We hope they inspire & help you the
same our Community Inspired us to
Start Exploring ; )
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HOW TO START CAT-EXPLORINGHOW TO START CAT-EXPLORING
3. PLAN OUTDOOR EXCURSIONS AHEAD 


Make sure you always carry water, food & all the gear you have now acquired.
In addition, prepare for whatever activity you will be doing. 


This means if you’ll be on the water, bring a Cat Life Jacket. If you’re going to be in the woods, make
sure you know what kind of wildlife or poisonous plants you might find, we also recommend checking
whether or not the area has been sprayed. If the weather is cold make sure to bring extra blankets or a
pet jacket, if it is going to be hot, plan for pet-safe sunscreen, a cooling mat, and creamy treats. 


Another very important step in your plan is to ensure that you and your cats are rightfully visitors to
where you plan to go. 
Every country is different and so is every state and sometimes even smaller areas have specific rules in
place.
It is best to check the rules for each location you plan on visiting specifically to ensure you are being a
responsible explorer. 







ESSENTIALSESSENTIALS  
GEAR TO GOGEAR TO GO  
CAT-EXPLORINGCAT-EXPLORING


1:  HARNESS


One that fits perfectly without restricting your Cat, 
there are so many different ones, make sure you are
100% happy with the one you select before going
outdoors.


2:  LEASH


We love retractable leashes, but that is probably because
of the kind of exploring we do. 
However, we recommend one between 3 to 5 meters, 
we believe that leashes over 5 meters are not safe, 
as 5 meters is a rather big distance in case of an
emergency.


3:  BREAKAWAY COLLAR


In case your cat does get caught it will safely disconnect
freeing your cat, yet it allows your cat to wear a collar, ID
& bell safely otherwise. 


4:  ID TAG & MICROCHIP
Make sure to have up-to-date contact details on both at
all times. 
We do keep an extra ID tag for Nala in case her collar
breaks away, which still hasn’t happened yet but we
never know. 


5:  GPS TRACKER


They can be a bit pricey but there are options for
everyone's budgets and needs. 


6:  BACKPACK/ CARRIER/ STROLLER


Whichever options you pick will provide a safe place for
your Cat, a place to rest up, provide shade for your kitty
and keep your cat’s paw off the hot ground. 


Before taking your cat outdoors in the carrier we
recommend following our “How to teach your cat to love
its carrier” Guide.
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7: WATER BOTTLE WITH BOWL


Essential to keep hydration up & there are some great products out here. 
We personally recommend the water bowl that has a water bowl attached 
or the collapsible water bowls.


8: TREATS


Creamy treats especially if hot as they would help regulate Kitty’s temperature.


9: BIODEGRADABLE POO BAG


Now even if cats do cover up their “creations” we believe it is the right thing to do to collect and dispose
of them appropriately.


10: FIRST AID KIT FOR CAT 


You can find some online or simply talk to your vet about that one as whatever you will need to carry
with you is most likely to differ from where you live and the kind of exploring you will be doing. 


We hope this list helps you get ready to go exploring!
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HOW TO HARNESSHOW TO HARNESS
TRAIN YOUR CATTRAIN YOUR CAT  


1.   INTRODUCTIONS 


Let your cat familiarise itself with the smell & texture of
this new object, simply put the new harness on the floor
in the same room as your Cat & wait for them to become
acquainted.


2.   HARNESSING YOUR CAT 😸


Put the harness on your cat but don’t fasten it just yet,
instead watch how your Cat reacts to this new thing.
When your cat is comfortable with having the harness on
then move on to fastening the harness on your kitty.
Use positive behavior reinforcement each time your kitty
is cooperative.


Many cats will flop & play dead the first time they wear a
harness and it's ok. 
It’s because cats don’t realize they can move while
wearing a harness, but they will understand with time.
We recommend playing with your cat to create a
distraction.


3.   HARNESS TRAINING  AT HOME 


Have a dedicated time for harness training at home &
keep at it (consistency is key)


From experience, a short session each day works best,
but slowly increase the amount of time your Cat wears
the harness. One of the biggest milestones you will get
through is to witness your cat not only walking, trotting,
or playing in their harness but it is to witness a jump!


This will indicate that your Cat has fully understood the
harness is not an obstacle to its freedom.
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4. LEASH ON 


Ok now, what is the point of having a harness on if you don’t have a leash right? 
So it is time to get your Cat familiarised with walking on a leash and we definitely recommend doing so
before getting past the front door.
Don’t try to control your Cat, let your cat walk you around but still let your Cat familiarise itself with
that “pull feeling” from the leash. 


Positive reinforcement treats, and distractions are all still welcome at this stage!


5.  LET'S GO OUTSIDE  


Start small, think close to home such as your garden or apartment corridor for example. 
We recommend choosing a place somewhat familiar & with the least possible distractions at first.
Sometimes to diminish the amount of distraction simply changing the time at which you go somewhere
has the biggest impact as for traffic increase or decrease throughout the day. 


If you go to a park, chose one with the least distraction possible (wildlife, noise, etc). We only
recommend that you take them somewhere less familiar like a park once your Cat has established that
its backpack or carrier is a safe place so that kitty always has this to fall back on if uncomfortable at any
point.


6. LEVEL UP  


Slowly increase the amount of time you spend outside together. Slowly, change locations & increase
the number of distractions. This is the most ongoing step as there are infinite options as to what you
can do outdoors together, some kitty hike, kayaks, swim, or even ski, but remember everyone is on
their own journey and it also goes for your kitty, so no pressure there. Just remember to always be safe,
build confidence and have fun. 


Always bring your Cat’s place with you and other essentials to ensure both of you are safe


HOW TO HARNESS TRAIN YOUR CATHOW TO HARNESS TRAIN YOUR CAT  







7. CONSISTENCY 


Consistency is key.
Don’t allow your Cat to forget all the progress made, all the skills and confidence acquired!
The best way is simply to keep at it, don’t allow too much time between each Cat Exploring session


⚠ Always let your kitty decide what to do, watch your Cat’s body language to see if it becomes uneasy,
uncomfortable, or unhappy exploring & if so don’t force your Cat to continue the training session. 
Let’s return to your Cat’s safe place & find inner peace again.


HOW TO HARNESS TRAIN YOUR CATHOW TO HARNESS TRAIN YOUR CAT  







Take your Kitty to your car, first keep the doors open
so your cat can come in and out of it (either have your
cat on a leash while doing so or in an enclosed garage
to avoid any escapes). Allow your cat to explore the
car and sniff around.


Leave your Cat backpack/ carrier in the car (only if
your Kitty knows this is a safe place). Encourage your
Cat to get in the backpack by making it feel homey.


Don’t forget to give your cat all the encouragement
needed whether it is with positive reinforcement or
treats.


Get in the car with your Kitty & close the doors. Play
with your Cat in the car (this will distract your kitty
from what is happening), give pets & use rewards for
being cooperative. Slowly increasing the amount of
time spent in the car. Keep doing that until your Cat is
at ease in the car.


 Another good thing to do is without moving the car
just turn it on, to familiarise your cat with the sound
(especially if it is a diesel engine), again do not move
the car unless it is a step your cat is comfortable with
and your cat is safely positioned in their carrier or
seat belt harness. 


1: INTRODUCTION  


2: MOVE IN  


3: LET'S ROLL  


Once your cat is comfortable with the car and its sound
it’s time to roll. 
Ensure Kitty is safe either in the carrier or in the seat belt
harness (to avoid your Cat becoming a projectile in case
of an accident) then you can slowly roll on.
Start with really short rides, in & out of the driveway or
around the block for example.
Like with the previous steps slowly increase the amount
of time spent driving each time & reward your Cat for
cooperating.


HOW TO TEACH YOURHOW TO TEACH YOUR
CAT TO LOVE CARCAT TO LOVE CAR
RIDESRIDES
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4: CONSISTENCY IS 


Ride often, and don’t let your Cat forget all the progress made. 
So take your best friend with you as often as possible.


HOT TIPS TO PREPARE FOR THIS TRAINING:


 One way to avoid your cat being hyperactive while you’re on the road 
is to play with your cat before the adventure.


Avoid feeding your cat before hitting the road to be less likely to have your Kitty have motion sickness.
Your veterinarian can also help with some calming medication or a pheromone spray, but that is
something to discuss with a professional. 


For longer rides make sure you have a regular break to ensure your cat stays hydrated. 
Ensure your cat stays at a good temperature.
Be prepared for bathroom breaks, you can even use a portable litter box.


⚠ We recommend getting your Cat Car Trained at a time when you are not due for any Veterinary
visits, especially if your cat doesn’t like the Vet.  This is so your Cat does not associate the two as the
same thing.


Never leave your Cat in the car unattended   !


HOW TO TEACH YOUR CATHOW TO TEACH YOUR CAT  
TO LOVE CAR RIDESTO LOVE CAR RIDES







1: INTRODUCTION 


Let your Cat familiarise itself with the smell & texture of
this new object.


2: ENCOURAGE YOUR CAT TO ENTER 😋


What does your Kitty like?
Does your cat have a favorite blanket or toy?
Put this in the carrier so that Kitty can associate the
carrier with comfort & positivity.
Another good option is to start feeding your cat near the
carrier ; )


3: LET'S MOVE IN  


Time for your feline to enter its carrier, If your cat is not
entering on its own despite the homey feeling of the
carrier, try using food aka treats in the carrier & then, of
course, some distractions and positive reinforcement. 
Do not close the carrier until your Cat is at ease with this
step. 


4: POSITIVITY 😇


Over a period of time feed your cat inside the carrier to
really reinforce the positive bond between your cat and
the carrier. If your cat refuses to eat inside the carrier
then, just leave a blanket and the door open, and your cat
will enter the carrier more and more on its own. 


HOW TO TEACH YOURHOW TO TEACH YOUR
CAT TO CAT TO LOVE ITSLOVE ITS
CARRIERCARRIER
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5: CLOSE THE DOOR 


It’s time to see how your Cat reacts once locked in the carrier.
Again, use the positive reinforcement technique & 
reward your cat each time for being cooperative.
Start by closing the door for a small amount of time & slowly increase the duration over time.


6: LET'S MOVE AROUND 


Once your cat is comfortable in the carrier start carrying them around in it.
This will help them get used to the motion of being moved.


HOW TO TEACH YOUR CATHOW TO TEACH YOUR CAT  
TO TO LOVE ITS CARRIERLOVE ITS CARRIER







1: FOOD & WATER 


Use containers that come with lids, the reason being is
that if you don’t have lids whatever is in the bowls will
100% be outside of them after a couple of hours on the
road, so you would need to pack it away every time you
want to go somewhere. 
Lids make the whole process easier & quicker.


2: LITTER BOX 


Enclose the litter box into a piece of furniture, if you can
create a cubby hole underneath the couch, or the bed
then that’s your best options.
By doing so, you won’t have to keep putting away while
you drive, it will reduce the amount of litter your Cat
scatters around & it will keep some of the smell away
from your nose. 


Fun Fact: Nala likes to go outside but sometimes the soil is too
hard for her to dig…
So we got a little gardening shovel so we can “pre‑dig” the soil
for her & use plant-based poppy bags to pick her “creation”
and dispose of it appropriately 


3: SCRATCHER 


Your Cat will have a great time scratching trees, wooden
poles, and picnic tables but what about the 8 hours you
will spend sleeping?
The best way to please your Cat without scarifying too
much space is to create a scratcher on a piece of furniture
you already have.


Fun Fact: 
We Simply covered the table foot with some glue, ran over a
thick rope & that was a job done! 
It is now by far the scratcher Nala has used the most!


HOW TO PREP YOURHOW TO PREP YOUR
VAN FOR YOUR CATVAN FOR YOUR CAT
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4: SLEEPING 


Your Cat might appreciate having one designated bed just for them 
instead of sharing your bed all the time.


This one will depend on your Cat’s personality, you could install a cat hammock on a window or create
a cabby hole for your cat to hide underneath the couch.


Fun Fact: 
Nala has a Closet fetish, so we got a wicker basket & we use it for our dirty linen. Nala loves it, the fuller the
basket the better!


 


HOW TO PREP YOURHOW TO PREP YOUR  
VAN FOR YOUR CATVAN FOR YOUR CAT







1: READ YOUR CAT'S BODY LANGUAGE 


Our cats tell us a lot through their body language, they
usually indicate their fear or stress by arching their back
and fluffing up their tail & sometimes they will get to t flat
to the ground.
However, if they really freak out they are most likely to
run away the worst case is when they freak out and try to
run away. Luckily we have built up Nala’s trust in us so
much over the past months of living full-time on the road,
she has not been scared enough to start running in a very
long time. If you are looking to build up the trust your cat
has in your look into our Guides. 


2: ALWAYS BE ON ALERT & KEEP A SAFE DISTANCE 


We personally do not recommend leashes that are over 5
meters, we simply do not believe that over 5 meters is a
safe distance in case of an emergency. 
Anyways, no matter the leash’s length you should always
pay attention to your surroundings so that you could
prepare in case of a foreseeable danger such as dogs,
bicycles, cars & so.


3: USE YOUR BODY AS A SHIELD


Cats tend to try to run away from conflicts so your cat
may try to take off at the sight of possible danger, so
make sure you hold on tight to the leash.  
When possible also place yourself between your cat and
oncoming danger to become an actual shield for your cat,
your cat will understand this is done for their protection.


4: POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT


In a stressful situation, your own body language
age & tone is something that will guide your cat. Speak
calmly, while getting yourself at your cat’s level to give
comforting pets.
We did not have a backpack when we started exploring
with Nala, so we always got down on her level, offering
her our shoulder to get back to if needed but mostly to
show her we had her back. 


HOW TO HANDLEHOW TO HANDLE
STRESSFUL SITUATIONSSTRESSFUL SITUATIONS
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5: EXIT THE SITUATION 


Now, sometimes we will fail to calm our pets on the go & it is ok. Simply pick up your cat safely and exit
the situation to reach safe haven. Now if you have your carrier/backpack or stroller with you that
would be a good place to get to while getting away. Wait until the situation has cleared & your cat's
stress level has come down to continue exploring 


Reminder:
There is an infinite possibility of a situation that could get any cat anxious, 
so that’s ok if your cat has up &. down. 
Training to be an adventure cat is not meant to be an easy upward road, it's more like a roller coaster. 
The truth is even if Nala has been on the road full-time for just under a year, she still gets spooked from time to
time but she now knows that we are here to guide & protect her no matter what.


HOW TO HANDLEHOW TO HANDLE  
STRESSFUL SITUATIONSSTRESSFUL SITUATIONS







1: RESPECT YOUR CAT'S LIMITS 


The most basic thing to do to create a healthy
relationship is to show respect. 
Would you like to hang out with someone that always
puts you in uncomfortable situations & make you feel
overwhelmed? Probably not right, it is the same for your
Cat. Always observe your Cat’s body language & never
force your Kitty into doing something stressful or
overwhelming or anything your Cat simply doesn’t want
to do. 
Forcing your Cat into doing something only you desire is
the worse thing you could do for your relationship. After
all, without trust & respect, what is left in a relationship? 


This was especially important to us since Nala is a rescued
Cat. Even though Nala choose me at the shelter & not the
other way around, Nala was not trusting with everybody & it
took time for her to get out of her shell before even
considering bringing Her outdoors. 


2: EMPOWER YOUR CAT’S 


Cats are curious creatures, so as long as it is safe to allow
your cat to follow its instinct while outside will help build
confidence in your cat’s decision-making. 
Not only your cat’s confidence will increase but the
confidence you have in your Cat will too. 
So next time your kitty is trying to guide you in a certain
direction while Cat Exploring, let your Cat take the lead,
and who knows you might discover unexpected things on
the path chosen by your cat. 


This is something that we struggle a bit with as we keep on
finding wildlife that could possibly be dangerous or even fatal
to Nala if they were to cross paths, but we try really hard to
let her follow her own path. 


HOW TO BONDHOW TO BOND
WITH YOUR CATWITH YOUR CAT
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3: PROTECT YOUR CAT 


Uncomfortable foreseeable situations are when you need to show your cat, that you are here to protect
your Best Friend. So, stay alert for oncoming hikers, dogs, bicycles or wildlife. If you see one of the
following coming towards you, we recommend getting to your Cat’s level, showing them love &
encouragement by petting them or giving them the option to get back to safety by bringing their
backpack to their level. 
Your cat will understand that you respect them & trust you to keep them safe in any situation, which
means that your cat will become more likely to run back to you for safety rather than getting spooked
and running the opposite way. 


Nala’s confidence level has exponentially improved since we first got her, or even since we first got her outside.
She used to be terrified of dogs walking far away, cars passing by and so on. She now accepts all of that, we could
not be more proud !! We believe that getting to her level every time she got spooked really helped her be able to
trust us.


4: BEHAVE 


Your behaviour will play an important part in the trust your cat is going to put in you. We are only human
and we do get frustrated and even annoyed at times either by our surroundings or even by our cats,
unfortunately, they don’t understand this. So the tone of your voice and action are going to speak really
loudly to your cat. 
Remember to be caring and loving even when you don’t feel like it. Only use rewards & posting
reinforcement, and use treats & pets rather than punishments. 
Every cat can learn new behaviours with love & patience! 


There is simply no other way for us! Nala gets treats every time she walks well on the lead ... she has gotten very
good at it & has put a little bit of weight on.


5: SHOW CONFIDENCE


We, as Humans & Cat Parents might be overwhelmed or frightened, not for us but for our Cat. Of course,
depending on the situation it can be highly challenging to stay calm & think clearly, but Cats feed on our
emotions & behaviour.
We believe that the more stressful we look and feel, the more stressful our cat will be. On the other hand,
the more confident & assertive we look to our Cats, the more reassurance they will get from us &
understand that they can rely on us.


That last bit is as much a reminder for you all as it is for ourselves! 


HOW TO BOND WITH YOUR CATHOW TO BOND WITH YOUR CAT







1: AVOID COMPLETELY OPEN SPACES  


Choose more sheltered & shaded areas rather than open
sunny places. 
Opt for forest walks rather than hikes in the Outback. 
Why not even check indoor places to explore (pet
stores, cafes, or restaurants)? 


2: AVOID THE WARMEST TIME OF THE DAY  


Instead, go explore early morning or late afternoon. 
Why not catch a sunrise or sunset too? 
Chances are at this time of the day, you will encounter
fewer people on your adventures too, which could mean
fewer dog encounters.


3: RECUSE EXPOSITION TO SUN & HEAT   


Opt for shorter walks rather than long hikes to keep
your cat outdoors, and exposed to the elements too long
but also reduce the energy spent walking. 
Simply spend less time cat-exploring. 
Remember to check the floor temperature, so that your
best friend doesn’t burn its paws ^ make sure you have
your cat backpack in case it is. 


4: STAY AT HOME   


There are plenty of things to do at home with your kitty
& sometimes it is just the safest thing to do.


HOW TO GOHOW TO GO  
CAT-EXPLORING INCAT-EXPLORING IN
SUMMERSUMMER  
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5: BE PREPARED  


‑Cat backpack, so kitty can rest, recuperate and stay away from the hot floor.
‑Carry plenty of water & a collapsible bowl to ensure your kitty stays hydrated but also in case you
need to wet a towel and wet your best friends’ paw beans, head & body to help regulate their
temperature.
‑Sunscreen, especially to protect noise & ears (make sure to check whether or not the lotion is toxic to
cats & purchase the appropriate one at a pet store 
‑Cooling mat (works wonder to cool off kitty) 
‑Carry creamy treats, that will help your Cat stay hydrated 
‑Know the sign of dehydration 
‑Research Vets nearby in case of dehydration or emergency 


⚠ Summer haircut    
Each and every Cat respond differently to summer haircuts. 
For some Cats, it’s the greatest thing. However, others may be more prone to sunburns because of it or
even loses their ability to regulate their temperature. 
So before jumping to the “logical" thought that less fur means being cooler make sure you visit your vet
and seek professional advice. 


Don’t leave your Cat in your car   !


HOW TO GOHOW TO GO  
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1. CHECK ON YOUR CAT'S HEALTH 


Yowling at night can be a cat's way of expressing pain or
discomfort.
So check with your vet especially if the below apply:


* Your Cat is an older cat 
(overall health might be decreasing)


* Your Cat has a known medical issue 
(that could be worsening)


* It has been a long time since your cat's last check-up


* This is a new behavior that has just come on


2. IS YOUR CAT TRYING TO TELL YOU SOMETIME  


Check if you have attended to all your Cat’s needs


* Is their litter tray clean?


* Is their water bowl full of freshwater?


* Is there a cat or something spooky outside that is
upsetting them?


* Is there something coming through the cat flap?


HOW TO SLEEPHOW TO SLEEP
TRAIN YOUR CATTRAIN YOUR CAT  
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Nala (our rescued cat).


As you imagine road-tripping
Australia for two years with Nala we
have learned valuable tips & gain
priceless first-hand experience on
how to Travel with a cat.


Too valuable to keep for ourselves, 
So if you are looking for some hot tips 
on how to join the Adventure Cat
Movement these free guides are for
you!


We hope they inspire & help you the
same our Community Inspired us to
Start Exploring ; )


INTRODUCTION







3. LET'S START THE TRAINING 


If you've been through steps 1, step 2 & nothing has changed the chances are that your Cat, is waking
you for two reasons: attention & food. 
Thankfully, this is fixable, you can break your cat's association between waking you & getting those
two things.


In the wild cats follow a certain cycle:
1. HUNT 
2. EAT
3. GROOM
4. SLEEP ...... Repeat
So, If you can recreate this at home, chances are your Kitty will be more cooperative to sleep at your
own time.


Here's how.
1. HUNT: Let’ 's tire your Kitty out with some energetic hunting-based play (like chasing a toy) &/or
walks.
2. EAT: last meal of the day, about 1 hour before bed
3. GROOM: Chill out with your kitty, give them attention & affection
4. SLEEP: If the first three steps have gone well, your cat should then snooze off on its own.


4. MORNING ROUTINE & WAKE UP CALLS  ☎


Your Cat wants Food & Attention, to break this wake-up call the best thing is to … Play dead.


Now, the hardest thing is to not give up, especially since at first your Cat will intensify the cries for
attention & if you give up Kitty will think the new techniques works.


So keep at it & your Cat will give up.


HOW TO SLEEP TRAIN YOUR CAT 


5. YOU ARE THE BOSS 


To reinforce all the previous steps, show that you are the Boss, don’t instead feed yourself, read the
newspaper, have a shower before feeding your Cat & attend to their needs.


Now that should work & hopefully you can get some sleep.
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